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Abstrat. Content Extration Signatures (CES), en-

able the seletive extration of veri�able ontent from

signed douments. Extending this ability, we introdue

a new Hierarhial Grouping Extration Poliy that is

more powerful and less ostly than the existing Group-

ing Extration Poliy, and maps naturally onto the hi-

erarhially strutured douments ommonly found in

Digital Libraries. We also show how to implement the

new Extration Poliy using XML Signatures with a us-

tom transform. We introdue an improved design for the

XML Signature struture in order to ahieve CES fun-

tionality. We then onjeture as to how to enrih Digital

Library funtionality through the use of Content Extra-

tion Signatures.

Key words: Content Extration Signatures { XML Sig-

natures { XML Signature Custom Transforms, Seletive

Content Dislosure { Hierarhial Extration Poliy, Pri-

vay-Enhaning Signatures

1 Introdution

As the Internet burgeons, the edgling eletroni soiety

emerges, thus inreasing the volume of digital informa-

tion. To ope with the growing ood of data, we need

new ways of handling and proessing information that

are not just eletroni analogues of what has been done

in the paper-based world.

Douments are merely ontainers. In the paper-based

world, however, the tight binding of the medium and the

message makes this distintion hard to see: we tend to

think, for example, of a erti�ate being a piee of paper,

rather than the fats printed on it. Traditionally, and in

most omputerised implementations to date, this view

has been perpetuated: douments have been viewed and

handled as oherent olletions of semantially grouped

information. Some douments, however, are merely on-

tainers of fats, suh as a ontrat, an aademi tran-

sript, a non-�tion book, or an enylopedia. It is with

the veri�ability of the fats in suh douments that our

fous lies.

The elegant onept of publi-key ryptosystems

[11℄, and their implementation [19℄, enabled a ontent-

dependent digital signature to be reated for eletroni

douments. Beth, Frish and Simmons [4℄ suggest that

this hanged the primary fous of the information se-

urity �eld from serey alone to broader notions of

authentiation, identi�ation and integrity veri�ation.

With the steady rollout of Publi Key Infrastruture

(PKI), publi, orporate and governmental aeptane

of, and on�dene in, digital signatures has steadily

grown. Blakley posits that digital signatures are quite

di�erent from their ink-based predeessors, and suggests

that we should \look more losely at every way in whih

digital signatures di�er" so that we may fully realise

their worth [5℄. We agree.
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We are spei�ally interested in the tehnial on-

struts and mehanisms in a digital signature that af-

ford the ability to seletively handle veri�able ontent

seurely and eÆiently. Thus Content Extration Signa-

tures (CES) [20℄ were developed to enable the signing of

ontent at a granularity spei�ed by the signer, rather

than following the traditional pratie of unonditionally

signing at the ontainer level (i.e. the whole doument).

Brands has ontributed extensive work towards en-

haning the privay of doument owners through the use

of \Digital Credentials", along with assoiated protools

for their use with a erti�ation authority. This a�ords

the seletive dislosure of data �elds in the redential [6,

7℄. This is in ontrast with Content Extration Signa-

tures, whih do not require a erti�ation authority.

Miali and Rivest introdued \Transitive Signature"

shemes [16℄; Bellare and Niven later presented perfor-

mane improvements for suh shemes [2℄. Transitive sig-

natures allow a signer to sign edges and nodes of a graph

suh that a signature for any edge in the transitive lo-

sure of the signed graph an be generated that is indis-

tinguishable from the signature that would have been

generated had the original signer signed that edge. This

sheme shares with CES the notion of enabling valid sig-

natures to be generated for transformations of an origi-

nal signed objet, though in this ase, the signatures are

for information impliit in the original, rather than sub-

sets of it. A general approah to homomorphi signature

shemes for some binary operations has been reported

by Johnson, Molnar, Song and Wagner [14℄.

The XML Signature (XMLsig) spei�ation [1℄ is

a joint proposal from the World Wide Web Consor-

tium (W3C) [21℄ and the Internet Engineering Taskfore

(IETF) [13℄. It de�nes a sheme for reating digital sig-

natures that an be applied to digital ontent, whih may

loated internal to the doument or externally on various

sites aross the web. Whilst there are some similarities,

or parallels, with CES, the XMLsig does not provide for

the CES seurity for blinded ontent, nor does it permit

a signer to speify an extration poliy.

Polivy and Tamassia [17℄ present an arhiteture for

authentiating responses to queries from untrusted mir-

rors of authentiated ditionaries using Web Servies

and XML Signatures. They also implement a ustom

XML Signature transform. While other work by De-

vanbu, Gertz, Kwong et al. have proposed a new ap-

proah to signing XML douments to enable erti�ation

of answers to arbitrary queries [10℄.

1.1 Contents of this Paper

In this paper we introdue a new Hierarhial Grouping

Extration Poliy for use with Content Extration Sig-

natures. We demonstrate its implementation using XML

Signatures, and then illustrate enrihed funtionality for

Digital Libraries through the use of Content Extration

Signatures using the new grouping poliy.
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Setion 2 gives the reader some bakground by intro-

duing Content Extration Signatures through a brief

overview, along with a motivating example onerning

the seletive handling of veri�able ontent.

A reap of our previously introdued Extration Poli-

ies is presented in Setion 3, inluding a detailed revis-

iting of the Grouping Extration Poliy. We inlude an

example to establish a foundation and framework for the

presentation of the new Hierarhial Grouping Extra-

tion Poliy. This is followed with a omparison of the

Extration Poliies to assess the new sheme.

After giving a brief overview of XML Signatures, in

Setion 4 we show how to implement the new Hierarhi-

al Grouping Extration Poliy and ahieve CES fun-

tionality using the open standard XML Signature to en-

able development of interoperable appliations. We also

show an improved design for the XML Signature stru-

ture that enables it to handle grouping Extration Poli-

ies.

Having shown how to seletively handle veri�able

ontent using CES, in Setion 5 we onjeture as to how

this may enrih the funtionality of Digital Libraries in

the emergent eletroni soiety.

We lose with some onluding remarks in Setion 6.

2 Bakground

2.1 Content Extration Signatures

Content Extration Signatures (CES) [20℄ were origi-

nally designed for use in multiparty interations to over-

ome privay onerns by enabling the seletive dislo-

sure of veri�able doument ontent. CES permit the

owner, Bob, of a doument signed by a signer, Alie,

to produe an \extrated signature" for an extrated

subdoument (original doument less some removed, or

\blinded", ontent), whih an be veri�ed (to originate

from Alie) by any third party, Carol, without knowledge

of the unextrated (blinded) doument ontent.

Fig. 1. A real-life senario for seletive dislosure.

To illustrate the use of CES, onsider the ommon-

plae example depited in Figure 1, involving the dou-

ment signer, Ae University, the doument owner, Bob,

a student, and veri�ers, Carol and Don, who are poten-

tial employers. In this example, Ae University issues a
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student Bob with a formal doument: an Aademi Tran-

sript (original doument). Bob is required to inlude the

formal doument with a job appliation doument sent

to a prospetive employer Carol. Note that the Aademi

Transript doument is likely to inlude the Bob's per-

sonal details, for example his date of birth (DOB), et.

To avoid age-based disrimination, Bob might not wish

to reveal his DOB to Carol (indeed, in some ountries

it is illegal for a prospetive employer to seek the ap-

pliant's DOB). The university understands this and is

willing to allow employers to verify aademi transripts

with the DOB removed (and possibly with other �elds

agreed to by the university removed as well, but not oth-

ers whih the university may require to be inluded in

any extrated doument).

An essential and integral omponent of Content Ex-

tration Signatures is the signer's Extration Poliy,

whih enables the signer to speify whih fragments may

be extrated, or blinded. This a�ords protetion from se-

manti abuse: abuse arising from the use of the ontent

in an out of ontext manner. Extration Poliy valida-

tion is a requirement for Content Extration Signature

validation.

In short, Content Extration Signatures enable sele-

tive dislosure of veri�able ontent, provide seurity for

blinded ontent through the use of a salt, or none, and

enable the signer to speify the ontent that the do-

ument owner is allowed to extrat or blind. Combined

these properties give what we all CES funtionality.

Fig. 2. Example of eletroni publishing whih inludes veri�able

ontent soured from another signed doument.

2.2 Bandwidth Issue

The ever \maximally" oarse granularity of signed infor-

mation using the standard digital signature auses un-

neessary bandwidth usage. Consider Bob, the doument

owner, who wants to pass on a single item of veri�able

information to Carol. Instead of being able to pass this

single piee of information, Bob is fored to furnish the

entire doument, whih ould be signi�antly greater in

size than the single item, otherwise Carol will not be able

to verify the signer's signature over the information.

To illustrate suh a senario, whih is not a privay

issue but one of information relevane, onsider an ele-

tronially published artile, in whih some aspet of an

interview with the Prime Minister (PM) is reported. As

depited in Figure 2, the PM's oÆe issues a transript

of the interview involving the PM, whih has been signed

using the standard digital signature.

The publisher would like to quote only the PM's re-

sponse to a partiular question as there are tight on-

straints on artile size and it is neither appropriate, nor

possible, to inlude the entire transript of the interview.

It is highly desirable for the reader to be able to ver-

ify the quoted ontent in the artile, whih originates
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from the signed interview transript, as it would elimi-

nate problems of misinterpretation and misquoting.

This example illustrates the tension that exists be-

tween veri�able ontent granularity and bandwidth, as

illustrated in Figure 3. This tension is likely to arise in

many other senarios as the Internet burgeons. A fur-

ther goal of this work is to redue the signed ontent

granularity and move towards redued bandwidth.

Fig. 3. Tension between veri�able ontent granularity and band-

width usage.

2.3 Seletive Content Dislosure Abuse

The ability to seletively dislose information ontained

in a doument also has a potential risk, as the infor-

mation aompanying a fragment in a doument often

provides the ontext. The dislosed fragment may have a

di�erent meaning when it is not aompanied with er-

tain other information whih is present in the original

doument.

For example, using the above senario depited in

Figure 2, to avoid the PM's responses being quoted out

of ontext, it is desirable that the question and the re-

sponse be linked, so that the response is always preeded

by the orresponding question. Hene there is a require-

ment that the information signer be able to exert some

ontrol over whih veri�able ontent an be seletively

dislosed by the doument holder. Coneivably, the do-

ument signer would want to be able to speify whih

fragments an:

{ be extrated in isolation,

{ be extrated only when aompanied by other spe-

i�ed fragments,

{ be extrated optionally aompanying other spei�ed

fragments, and

{ never be extrated (i.e. an only ever be provided

with the entire doument).

The dangers involved in the seletive use of informa-

tion and how the meaning an be hanged is illustrated

with the September 2002 intelligene report from the

hairman of the British Joint Intelligene Committee.

The Chief of Sta� to British Prime Minister, inuened

the intelligene hief to omit the phrase \if he believes

his regime is under threat" when disussing whether the

Iraqi President was prepared to use hemial and biolog-

ial weapons [18℄, thus hanging the meaning to suggest

that the weapons and their use posed an o�ensive threat.

It is vitally important to protet against semanti

abuse when providing the ability to seletive handle in-

formation. Therefore, the design of CES inludes a signer-
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spei�ed Extration Poliy that enables the signer to

speify preisely whih ontent may be dislosed.

2.4 User Coneptual Models

There are notionally two modes of use: blinding frag-

ments (extrating most of the doument ontent and

blinding some ontent), or extrating spei� fragments

(blinding most of the doument and extrating only some

ontent). Eah mode reets the perspetive of the do-

ument owner and their requirements when seleting on-

tent for dislosure and represents eah end of a ontin-

uum.

3 Extration Poliies

The funtion of the Extration Poliy is not to enfore

what ontent is dislosed. Instead, it spei�es what sub-

douments are permissible and for whih an extrated

CES an be generated. The extrated CES enables the

reipient of an extrated subdoument to verify the sub-

doument ontent. Thus the veri�ation of a CES not

only involves verifying the doument ontent, it also in-

ludes heking the fragments for ompliane with the

Extration Poliy.

The Extration Poliy is embodied in an enoding of

all the allowed fragment extration subsets in a struture

alled a Content Extration Aess Struture (CEAS for

short). Thus the CEAS is an integral omponent of Con-

tent Extration Signatures and is inluded as input to

the signing and veri�ation algorithms.

3.1 Single Dimensional Poliy

The single dimensional Extration Poliy and a simple

struture to support it, initially proposed with CES [20℄,

will now be reapped.

Depending on the nature of the doument and the

ontent being signed, a very simple Extration Poliy

may suÆe. This inludes ontent where there are no

ontextual semantis and hene no need to speify frag-

ment grouping. The fragments are simply treated indi-

vidually in a binary sense as being either mandatory or

optional type, where a mandatory fragmentmust be on-

tained in the subdoument, while an optional fragment

may be ontained in the subdoument. Therefore, the

Extration Poliy an be eÆiently enoded using a sin-

gle bit for eah fragment. Thus, for a doument with,

say, 200 fragments, the size of the CEAS will be 200

bits.

The earlier example illustrated in Figure 1 above,

involving the student forwarding a signed eletroni ver-

sion of his/her Aademi Transript to a prospetive em-

ployer ould involve a single dimensional Extration Pol-

iy. In this example the student wants to simply blind

his/her Date of Birth in the transript.

Single dimensional Extration Poliies have very low

implementation osts, but do not support fragment group-
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ing, and hene, are suitable where there are no ontex-

tual semantis for the fragments.

3.2 Riher Multidimensional Poliies

Now we fous on Extration Poliies that will support

the ability to selet and extrat fragment groupings as

well as the ability to speify the fragment grouping re-

lationships as being either mandatory or optional. Thus

we now have a multidimensional view of the fragment.

This presents a hallenge: how do we ahieve this

rihness and exibility in the Extration Poliy whilst

onstraining the size of the CEAS, whih ontains the en-

oding of this information, and hene the size of the ex-

tration signature? The multidimensional poliies here-

after will be desribed with respet to the extration

oneptual model.

3.2.1 Grouping

We will now revisit in some detail the Grouping Extra-

tion Poliy, proposed in [8℄, to establish a foundation

and framework for presenting a new hierarhial group-

ing poliy along with its enoding in the CEAS.

First we will rede�ne our fragment types used earlier

for the Single Dimensional Extration Poliy replaing

the Mandatory and Optional types with Primary and

Seondary targets respetively. A primary target frag-

ment is allowed to be extrated in its own right from the

original doument to form the subdoument. Only pri-

mary targets may be diretly seleted, or targeted, for

extration. If a fragment is not a primary target, then

it is a seondary target and it may only be extrated

through an assoiation with another fragment that is a

primary target.

Fragment groupings are spei�ed through the use of

an assoiation from one fragment to another fragment. A

fragment may have no, or many, assoiations with other

fragments. Eah assoiation is either Mandatory or Op-

tional and all assoiations are asymmetri and transi-

tive. Also, mandatory assoiations are relative to a pri-

mary target fragment and always subsume optional as-

soiations with respet to transitivity. If a fragment has

a mandatory assoiation with a primary target, it means

that the assoiated fragment must aompany the pri-

mary target if it is extrated. A fragment that has an

optional assoiation with a primary target fragmentmay

aompany the primary target fragment if it is extrated.

Assoiations are mutually exlusive as a fragment an-

not have both a mandatory and an optional assoiation

with another fragment.

We will now desribe fragment grouping options and

their use by the doument owner. A fragment type and

its extration permissions an be identi�ed as:

{ a primary target with no assoiations|it an be ex-

trated by itself;

{ a primary target with mandatory assoiations|if ex-

trated it must be aompanied by its assoiated

mandatory fragments;
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{ a primary target with optional assoiations|if ex-

trated it may be aompanied by its assoiated op-

tional fragments;

{ a primary target with mandatory assoiations from

all other primary targets|amandatory fragment whih

must aompany any primary fragment that is ex-

trated;

{ a seondary target with no assoiations|it an never

be extrated;

{ a seondary target with mandatory assoiations|

an only be extrated when aompanying a primary

target fragment via a mandatory assoiation; or

{ a seondary target with optional assoiations|it an

only be extrated when aompanying a primary tar-

get fragment through an optional assoiation.

CEAS Using Byte Lists A simple approah to storing

the signer's fragment Extration Poliy is to use lists

for the fragment assoiations. We implement for eah

fragment a list for either its mandatory or its optional

assoiations.

A fragment's type is determined by whether or not

its self-referent fragment number is ontained in the list:

primary target type if in the list, or seondary target

type if not in the list.

The type of assoiations with the fragment numbers

ontained in the list are in turn determined by the frag-

ment type: primary target lists desribe mandatory as-

soiations while seondary target lists desribe optional

assoiations.

With a 32 bit fragment identi�er, the size of the

CEAS for a doument ontaining 200 fragments with a

fragment assoiation density of say 20% (i.e. an average

of 40 assoiations per fragment) and a primary target

density of say 50% (i.e. 100 of all the fragments are a

primary target) would be 257.92 kbits.

CEAS Using Bit Vetors Bit vetors ould be used as

an alternative to using lists, where for a doument with

n fragments, we alloate a vetor of n bits for eah frag-

ment. This an be seen as a n�n bit matrix, irrespetive

of the number of assoiations. As there are n bits avail-

able per fragment, we use:

{ the self-referent bit|to speify if the fragment is a

primary target or a seondary target; and

{ the non self-referent bits (or other bits)|to speify

the mandatory or optional fragment assoiations, of

whih there are n� 1.

The type of assoiation spei�ed by the other bits

depends on whether the fragment is a primary or se-

ondary target. For primary targets the other non-self-

referent bits de�ne the mandatory assoiations, while

for seondary targets they de�ne the optional assoia-

tions. Also, there are no optional assoiations between

two primary fragments. This would be redundant, as you

an simply extrat the two primary fragments, or not,

as required.
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Table 1. Sample CEAS for a doument with 6 fragments

Fragment no. CEAS

1 0 0 0 0 0 0

2 0 0 0 0 0 0

3 0 0 0 0 1 0

4 0 1 0 1 0 1

5 0 0 0 0 1 1

6 0 0 0 0 0 1

A Bit Vetor Example Explained A simple CEAS for a

doument with six fragments is illustrated in Table 1.

This simple example illustrates the enoding of the var-

ious fragment types as identi�ed above. However, it is

expeted that an atual Extration Poliy would likely

involve a higher fragment assoiation density. Following

is an explanation of the fragment Extration Poliy for

the doument.

Frag1 is a seondary target and an never be extrated

as no other fragments are assoiated with it, ie.

(CEAS

1

[1℄ _ : : : _ CEAS

n

[1℄) ^ (CEAS

1

[1℄ _ : : : _

CEAS

1

[n℄) = F

Frag2 is a seondary target and an only be extrated

through its mandatory assoiation with frag4. If frag4

is extrated, then frag2 must aompany it.

Frag3 is a seondary target and an only be extrated

via its optional assoiation with frag5. If frag5 is ex-

trated, frag3 may optionally aompany it.

Frag4 is a primary target with some mandatory frag-

ment assoiations that must aompany it should it

be extrated. If frag4 is extrated, then frag2 and

frag6 must aompany it.

Frag5 is a primary target with mandatory and optional

fragment assoiations. Should frag5 be extrated, then

frag6 must aompany it, while frag3 may optionally

aompany it.

Frag6 is a primary target with no assoiations that must

aompany it should it be extrated. Frag6 an be

extrated by itself.

Frag6 is also a mandatory fragment, whih must al-

ways be extrated, as every primary target has a

mandatory assoiation with it, ie.

b

1

^ b

2

^ : : : b

n

= T

where b

i

= :CEAS

i

[i℄_CEAS

i

[6℄ and i indexes the

fragments.

As the bit matrix hints, the CEAS is in fat a la-

belled direted graph, the matrix in Table 1 orrespond-

ing to the onnetivity matrix. The node labels indi-

ate fragment identity, and edges represent assoiations.

Primary targets are represented by nodes that are on-

neted to themselves. Nodes orresponding to primary

targets have edges direted to the nodes with whih

they have mandatory assoiations. Nodes orresponding

to seondary targets have edges direted to nodes with

whih they have optional assoiations.

Pratial Example To illustrate a senario where a Group-

ing Extration Poliy would be used, onsider the ele-

troni publishing example disussed earlier in x2.2. In
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this ase the Prime Minister's response to a partiu-

lar question ould be de�ned as a primary fragment

with a mandatory assoiation spei�ed for the preed-

ing question. If the response fragment was extrated,

then the preeding question fragment must also aom-

pany it for the extrated signature to able to be veri�ed.

Alternatively, the question fragment ould be spei�ed

as a primary fragment with an optional assoiation to

the response fragment, whih would be spei�ed as a

seondary fragment. In this ase, the response fragment

ould not be diretly targeted for extration. However,

it ould optionally aompany the question fragment.

Lists versus Vetors List-based representations are more

eÆient when fragment assoiation density (i.e. edges

per node) is low, partiularly for large numbers of frag-

ments. The bit matrix will be the more eÆient when

the assoiation density is high.

Reall that n was de�ned as the number of fragments

in a doument. We now de�ne s to be the size of the

fragment identi�er in bits, a

d

the fragment assoiation

density and p

d

be the primary fragment density. The size

of the list enoding in bits is

ns(n� 1)a

d

+ nsp

d

(1)

while the matrix enoding is

n

2

(2)

The matrix enoding will thus be the more eÆient when

ns(n� 1)a

d

+ nsp

d

> n

2

(3)

that is, when

a

d

>

n

s(n� 1)

�

p

d

(n� 1)

(4)

For all suÆiently large n, this redues to

a

d

>

1

s

(5)

therefore, when using a fragment identi�er size of 32bits,

the matrix enoding will be more eÆient when the frag-

ment assoiation density is greater than approximately

3%.

Thus, for omparison with the example in x3.2.1 above,

also with 200 fragments, the matrix representation would

ost 40 kbits.

3.2.2 Hierarhial Grouping

Whilst the Grouping Extration Poliy desribed in the

previous setion supports the grouping of fragments it

does not permit the sub-grouping of fragments. Nor does

it seem ideal for use with signing hierarhial douments

that have hyperlinks suh as web pages or more generally

XML douments. We will now present and disuss a new

Extration Poliy suitable for suh use: a Hierarhial

Grouping Poliy.

The same basi onepts and de�nitions for fragment

types and their assoiations as de�ned for a Grouping

Extration Poliy are retained although we introdue a

notion of loality, or sope. We will adjust the de�nitions

for fragment type and assoiations, as well as introdue

some restritions for their use within a loality.
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Let us onsider a fragment of ontent, in this ase

omprised of three paragraphs of text. This fragment

an be divided into three segments alled sub-fragments,

or hild fragments, as illustrated in Figure 4. Extending

further, eah of the hild fragments ould in turn be di-

vided into segments, or sub-fragments, and so forth un-

til the desired ontent granularity is ahieved. From the

hild fragment's perspetive, its parent fragment is the

most immediate fragment that minimally ontains all of

the ontent for that hild fragment. The hild fragment's

ontent is also part of the ontent for all of its anestor

fragments.

Fig. 4. Example of a parent fragment along with its Extration

Poliy whih has been segmented into three hild fragments eah

with their own Extration Poliy.

The hild fragment's type and assoiations are now

handled relative to its loality and are as follows:

{ a hild fragment's type an be either primary or se-

ondary target;

{ a hild fragment's assoiations are only relative to its

sibling fragments;

{ hild fragments as a olletion inherit their parent's

type; and

{ hild fragments as a olletion inherit their parent's

assoiations.

Sub-fragments an only be assoiated with other frag-

ments, whih are not sibling fragments, through their

parent's assoiations with the other fragments.

Parent fragments that are seondary targets and have

no assoiations with other fragments, annot have any

hild fragments. This is beause the parent fragment an

never be dislosed in a sub-doument. Therefore, there

is no need to de�ne hild fragments sine, as a olletion,

they will never be able to be dislosed as they inherit the

parent's type and assoiations.

In other words, the hild fragment's type and assoi-

ations are �rst applied with respet to all the hild frag-

ments of the parent fragment (i.e. within the sope of the

parent fragment). One this is omplete, the olletion

of hild fragments is then treated as a single item in-

heriting the parent fragment's type and assoiations. In

turn where the hierarhy extends to multiple levels, the

parent node is treated along with its siblings in the same

manner, repeating until the root fragment is reahed.

Using this sheme, a olletion of hild fragments an

be handled seletively. Alternatively, all of the hild frag-

ments an be handled olletively, treated as a single,

albeit larger, fragment if required.

CEAS Using Byte Lists The simple approah desribed

in x3.2.1 using lists is still appliable for storing the

signer's fragment Extration Poliy. However the notion
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of loality, or sope, is applied so that all fragment num-

bering with respet to the self-referent fragment number

and fragment assoiations is relative to the hild frag-

ments of eah parent fragment. Where there are multiple

levels of sub-fragments, eah parent fragment is in turn

treated as a hild fragment of its parent and so forth

until the root fragment is reahed.

CEAS Using Bit Vetors We use the same sheme de-

tailed earlier in x3.2.1 for the Grouping Extration Pol-

iy, however, we now use it in onjuntion with a notion

of loality, or sope. Fragment numbering and fragment

assoiations are treated the same as desribed above for

byte lists.

Eah fragment's vetor size now hanges from a �xed

size of n bits for n fragments, to a varying size dependent

on the number of sibling fragments it has. This means

that the fragment vetor size is not onstant through-

out the doument, although it will be onstant for eah

loality, or olletion of fragment hild fragments.

A Bit Vetor Example Explained To illustrate the use a

hierarhial grouping poliy, onsider a relatively simple

doument and its Extration Poliy enoding using bit

vetors as denoted by the aompanying CEAS depited

in Figure 5. This doument has four main fragments, or

highest level fragments, with two of these fragments eah

segmented into three hild fragments, or sub-fragments.

Following is an interpretation of the signer's Extration

Poliy for the doument depited in Figure 5.

Fig. 5. Example of Hierarhial Grouping Poliy enoded using

bit vetors and its mapping to a strutured doument showing four

top level fragments, two of whih are parent fragments eah with

three hild fragments.

Frag1 is a seondary target and an never be diretly

targeted for extration. It an only be indiretly ex-

trated through its mandatory assoiation with frag2,

or through its optional assoiation with frag4.

Frag2 is a primary target that an be diretly extrated.

It also has a mandatory assoiation with frag1 and an

optional assoiation with frag4. If frag2 is extrated,

then it must be aompanied with frag1 and it may

be aompanied with frag4.

Frag2 is also a parent fragment as it has been seg-

mented into three hild fragments: frag2.1, frag2.2

and frag2.3. Frag2 an be handled as a single frag-

ment, whih inludes all of the hild fragments, or

as a olletion of hild fragments respeting the lo-
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al fragment Extration Poliy. The loal poliy is as

follows:

Frag2.1 is a primary target with a mandatory asso-

iation with frag2.2. If frag2.1 is extrated, then

it must be aompanied with frag2.2.

Frag2.2 is a primary target with a mandatory asso-

iation with frag2.1 and an optional assoiation

with frag2.3. If frag2.2 is extrated, it must be

aompanied with frag2.1 and it may be aom-

panied with frag2.3.

Frag2.3 is a seondary target and an never be di-

retly targeted for extration. It an only be ex-

trated through its optional assoiation with frag2.2.

Frag3 is a primary target and if it is extrated, it may

be aompanied with frag1 through its optional as-

soiation.

Frag4 is a seondary target and an only aompany

frag2, if it is extrated, through its optional assoia-

tion. Should frag4 aompany frag2, then it may also

inlude frag1 through its optional assoiation.

Frag4 is also a parent fragment. The loal poliy for

handling the hild fragments is as follows:

Frag4.1 is a seondary target fragment and an only

be extrated by aompanying frag4.2 through

its mandatory assoiation, or it may aompany

frag4.3 through its optional assoiation.

Frag4.2 is a primary target fragment and must be

aompanied with frag4.1, while it may also be

aompanied with frag4.3 through its optional as-

soiation.

Frag4.3 annot be diretly extrated, as it is a se-

ondary target, although it may aompany frag4.2.

A Pratial Example Considering the doument depited

in Figure 5 as a journal artile, a user may have a need for

all of the material in Setion 1 of the paper. As Setion 1

is ontained in frag2, the user thus extrats frag2, whih

also inludes hild fragments 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3, along with

a orresponding extrated CES so that the ontent an

be veri�ed. However, frag2 has a mandatory assoiation

with frag1 (the title), therefore frag1 is also extrated

to omply with the signer's Extration Poliy. Thereby

enabling the sub-doument and the extrated CES to be

veri�ed.

Another user may simply require the information

ontained in Table 1, whih is ontained in frag2.2 of

the paper. Frag2.2 is a primary target and is aord-

ingly extrated along with frag2.1 due to its manda-

tory assoiation. This assoiation may have been spei-

�ed as a mandatory assoiation due to its disussion of

the ontents in the table. We don't want frag2.3 so we

an ignore it sine it is an optional assoiation. One

the fragment Extration Poliy for the hild loality has

been respeted, the parent's assoiations and type an

be applied. This means that frag1 must aompany the

extrated hild fragments resulting in the extration of

three fragments: frag1, frag2.1 and frag2.2.
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Lists versus Vetors To ompare the size of eah enod-

ing sheme we will now onsider a doument omprised

of a shallow fragment struture similar to that depited

in Figure 5 with an inreased number of fragments. The

doument has 150 fragments and an Extration Poliy

with the following harateristis:

{ 30 top level fragments;

{ 66:

_

6% are parent fragments,

{ 50% primary target density, and

{ 20% fragment assoiation density.

{ eah parent has 6 hild fragments;

{ 50% primary target density, and

{ 50% fragment assoiation density.

The size of the CEAS using the bit vetor enoding

sheme is as follows:

1:62kbits = 30

2

+ 20 � 6

2

(6)

The size of the CEAS for the list enoding sheme,

allowing 32 bits for the fragment identi�er, is as follows:

17:568kbits = 32 � (30 � :5 + 30 � (30� 1) � :2

+120 � :5 + 120 � (6� 1) � :5) (7)

From this relatively straightforward example it an

be seen that there is a signi�ant di�erene between the

osts of the two CEAS enoding shemes. This di�erene

is apparent with the example ontaining just two levels of

hierarhy: the di�erene inreases as the hierarhy grows

deeper.

For a more general onsideration of size we de�ne as

follows:

s - size of fragment identi�er

n - number of fragments for generation i

� - parent density for generation i, i.e. perentage of

fragments for generation i that have hild fragments

p

d

- primary target density for generation i

a

d

- fragment assoiation density for generation i

� - average number of hild fragments per parent for

generation i

k - total number of generations

For the Bit Vetor sheme the size is as follows:

n

2

0

+

k

X

i=1

(n

i�1

�

i�1

�

2

i

) (8)

For the Byte List sheme the size is omprised of the

following omponents:

Sizeof Parent Primary Targets = n

0

p

d

0

(9)

Sizeof Parent Frag Asns = n

0

(n

0

� 1)a

d

0

(10)

regressively inluding the following generations:

Sizeof Child Primary Targets = (n

i�1

�

i�1

�

i

)p

d

i

(11)

Sizeof Child Frag Asns = (n

i�1

�

i�1

�

i

)(�

i

� 1)a

d

i

(12)

for a total size of:

s(n

0

p

d

0

+ n

0

(n

0

� 1)a

d

0

+

k

X

i=1

(n

i�1

�

i�1

�

i

)p

d

i

+ (n

i�1

�

i�1

�

i

)(�

i

� 1)a

d

i

) (13)

In summary, the new Hierarhial Grouping Extra-

tion Poliy more losely mathes the ommonly enoun-

tered organisation of strutured douments. It enables
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Table 2. Comparison of CEAS enoding sheme sizes for eah of

the Extration Poliies. Supersripts (n) indiate derivation using

Equation n.

CEAS Single Grouping Hierarhial

Enoding Dim. Grouping

Byte List (kbits) - 145:44

(1)

17:57

(13)

Bit Vetor (kbits) 0.15 22:5

(2)

1:62

(8)

the grouping of fragments so that the fragments in the

group an be eÆiently handled either as an entire set,

or as allowed subsets.

3.3 Comparison of Extration Poliies

Reall that the list-based enoding was shown, in Equa-

tion 5, to be more eÆient than the bit vetor approah

for the Grouping Extration Poliy for low fragment as-

soiation densities. This is also the ase for the Hierarhi-

al Grouping Extration Poliy, although the fragment

assoiation densities need to be muh lower, partiularly

with douments that have many levels of hierarhy. As

an be observed from Table 2 the Hierarhial Grouping

Extration Poliy is signi�antly more eÆient than the

Grouping Extration Poliy.

3.4 Signing the Doument

Signing the doument using Content Extration Signa-

tures inludes speifying the Extration Poliy, whih in-

volves a two step proess: (i) de�ne the fragments, and

then (ii) speify the fragment assoiations. The proess

of de�ning a fragment inludes speifying the ontent

itself as well as whether it is a primary or seondary tar-

get. One the fragments have all been de�ned, the signer

spei�es the mandatory and optional fragment assoia-

tions for eah fragment. This information is inluded as

part of the extration signature. On ompletion of sign-

ing, the doument and its extration signature (if sep-

arate to the doument) are forwarded to the doument

user.

4 Implementation Using XML Signatures

Content Extration Signatures enable seletive dislo-

sure of veri�able ontent, provide privay for blinded

ontent through the use of a salt, and enable the signer

to speify the ontent the doument owner is allowed to

extrat or blind. Combined, these properties give what

we all CES funtionality.

To enable the development of interoperable applia-

tions using Content Extration Signatures with the new

Hierarhial Grouping Poliy we will now show how to

implement XML Signatures to ahieve CES Funtional-

ity. This is ahieved through the use of a new enhaned

ustom transform and a redesigned XMLsig struture

�rst introdued in [9℄.

4.1 XML Signatures in Brief

Basially, an XMLsig is omprised of four main ompo-

nents or elements: <SignedInfo>, <SignatureValue>,

<KeyInfo> and <Objet>. The <SignedInfo> element
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inludes all of the ontent or resoures to be signed with

eah item having a orresponding <Referene> element,

whih identi�es the ontent and a digest over it. The

<Referene> elements are digested and ryptographi-

ally signed in a manner similar to signing when us-

ing a standard digital signature. The resulting signature

value is stored in the <SignatureValue> element. The

<KeyInfo> and <Objet> elements are optional.

An XMLsig has the <Signature> element as the root

element for its XML tree. It ontains the four main om-

ponents and has the following generi struture as de-

�ned in the spei�ation [1℄:

<Signature>

<SignedInfo>

<CanonializationMethod />

<SignatureMethod />

(<Referene>

(<Transforms>)?

<DigestMethod>

<DigestValue>

</Referene>)+

</SignedInfo>

<SignatureValue>

(<KeyInfo>)?

(<Objet>)*

</Signature>

where: ? denotes zero or one ourrenes,

* denotes zero or more ourrenes, and

+ denotes one or more ourrenes.

4.1.1 The Referene Proessing Model

The signed ontent, whih may be ontained in the

same doument as the XMLsig and/or external to the

doument ontaining the XMLsig, is referened with

a <Referene> element. The URI (Uniform Resoure

Identi�er) [3℄ attribute of the <Referene> element iden-

ti�es the signed item. Eah <Referene> element may

have zero or more transforms, whih are applied to the

dereferened ontent prior to its being digested using the

algorithm spei�ed in the <DigestMethod> element. The

resulting digest is always base64 enoded [12℄ and stored

in the <DigestValue> element.

The <Transforms> element may ontain an ordered

list of transforms to be applied to the dereferened on-

tent. Eah transform is spei�ed using a <Transform>

element as follows:

<Transforms>

<Transform Algorithm="t1" />

<Transform Algorithm="t2" />

. . .

<Transform Algorithm="tn" />

</Transforms>

The XMLsig's Referene ProessingModel [1, x4.3.3.2℄

spei�es that the dereferened ontent is supplied to the

�rst transform. As illustrated in Figure 6, the list of
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Fig. 6. Transform hain for proessing ontent prior to input to

digest algorithm.

Adapted from [15, p.720℄

transforms forms a transform hain where the output

from the �rst transform is supplied as the input to the

seond transform, its output to the next, and so forth,

until the last transform, the output of whih is supplied

to the digest algorithm. The types of transforms de�ned

inlude: Canonialization (with omments and without

omments); Base64; XPath Filtering; XSLT; and En-

veloped Signature transform. The XMLsig Referene Pro-

essing Model is also used for XMLsig Referene Valida-

tion [1, x3.2.1℄, whih is a required part of XMLsig Core

Validation.

4.2 XML Signature Design

As part of ahieving CES funtionality, ompliane with

the signer's Extration Poliy needs to be inluded into

the XMLsig Core Validation [1, x3.2℄ proessing require-

ments. This has been demonstrated in [9℄, however this

was only with a simple, single-dimensional Extration

Poliy. The poliy heking mehanism uses the Refer-

ene Proessingmodel and is inserted into the <Referene>

element being proessed. Using this approah has the

limitation that as the transform hain is exeuted it pro-

eeds within a sope that is relative (and hene limited)

to the urrent <Referene> element being proessed.

The problem with this is that to handle fragment group-

ing, the VerifyPoliy transform needs to aess other

<Referene> element ontents, whih are e�etively out

of sope.

To solve this problem, the XMLsig needs to be re-

strutured to enable the VerifyPoliy transform to a-

ess all of the fragment nodes. This an be ahieved by

making all of the <Fragment> elements hildren to the

<Objet> element and using a single <Referene> ele-

ment to refer to the <Objet> elements as follows:

1

<Referene URI="#obj1" Type="...#Objet">

<Transforms>

<Transform Algorithm="...es#VerifyPoliy"

/>

</Transforms>

</Referene>

The <Objet> element ontains a <Fragment> ele-

ment for eah item that is to be signed as follows:

<Objet Id="obj1">

<Fragment Id="frag1" URI="...">

<CEAS type="LIST|VECTOR"> . . . <CEAS>

[<Salt> j <Digest>℄

</Fragment>

<Fragment Id="frag2" URI="...">

1

Pre�xes suh as http://pm.gov.au/transforms/ have been

omitted throughout for presentation and seurity reasons as they

are not germane to the examples.
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<CEAS type="LIST|VECTOR"> . . . <CEAS>

[<Salt> j <Digest>℄

</Fragment>

. . .

</Objet>

where: | denotes an exlusive OR.

The URI attribute of the fragment referenes the

fragment ontent while the CEAS element ontains the

enoding of the signer's Extration Poliy for that frag-

ment. The <Salt> element ontains a salt value used in

CES to ensure privay of blinded ontent [20, x3.3℄. It

is appended to the fragment ontent prior to digesting.

The <Salt> element is always present in the original sig-

nature from the doument signer.

When Bob, the doument user, produes a subdou-

ment, an extrated signature orresponding to the sub-

doument must be generated so that it an be vali-

dated by Carol, the subdoument reipient (or veri�er),

as being signed by Alie. This extrated signature has

the <Salt> element replaed with a <Digest> element

for the orresponding fragments whih are not inluded

(blinded) in the subdoument. The digest value is gener-

ated from the fragment ontent with the salt appended.

Therefore, the extrated signature, whih is generated

for the subdoument, has a <Salt> or <Digest> element

for eah fragment that is present or has been blinded re-

spetively.

4.3 Custom Extration Poliy Transform

The ustom transform to verify the Extration Poliy

used in [9℄ needs to be enhaned to handle the Hierar-

hial Grouping Extration Poliy. The URIs of ustom

transforms an be signed, as an the transform ode it-

self, thus establishing trust. The requirement for the us-

tom transform is to proess the <Referene> element's

dereferened ontent by dereferening the ontent of the

<Fragment> elements and heking ompliane with the

Extration Poliy, and �nally emitting a Result byte

stream for input to the digest algorithm.

Fig. 7. VerifyPoliy transform algorithm for fragment grouping.

As illustrated in Figure 7, the transform proesses

the dereferened ontent from the <Referene> ele-

ment, whih will be XML ontent ontaining at least

one <Fragment> element. For eah <Fragment> element
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the transform �rst heks for the presene of a <Digest>

element, whih indiates that the fragment has been

blinded. If the fragment has been blinded, then the

CEAS is heked for ompliane with the fragment Ex-

tration Poliy. Compliane sees the CEAS appended to

the digest value, whih is then appended to the Result.

This Result will be emitted upon ompletion of proess-

ing of the last <Fragment> element. Should veri�ation

of the Extration Poliy fail, then two bytes of zeroes

will be appended to the Result in plae of the digest

value. This will ultimately ause referene validation fail-

ure and in turn ore validation failure as the appended

bytes will not math those originally used to reate the

digest value stored in the referene's <DigestValue> el-

ement when it was signed.

On the other hand, if the fragment has not been

blinded, the <Digest> element will not be found. Rather,

a <Salt> element will be present. The fragment URI is

dereferened to retrieve the fragment ontent and the

salt value from the <Salt> element is appended to the

fragment ontent prior to digesting. The resulting digest

has the CEAS appended to it and is then appended to

the Result whih will be emitted.

In addition to the expliit requirements of the trans-

form, it also aommodates the mutation of the <Fragment>

elements, i.e. present fragments to blinded fragments.

Normally the ontent referened by a <Referene> ele-

ment is invariant and a digest over it is inluded in the

ontent signed by the ryptographi signature.

5 Enrihing Digital Library Funtionality

Having demonstrated the tehnial feasibility of sele-

tively handling veri�able information and showing how

to implement the Grouping Extration Poliy for CES

using the XML Signature open standard, we would now

like to present some onjeture about its use with digital

libraries in a future eletroni soiety.

Digital libraries today often embrae a ommerial

model whereby artiles, books et. are available through

various mehanisms suh as subsriptions or ad ho pur-

hase. This information is handled at a ontainer level

where the entire ontainer must be purhased as the user

annot simply purhase a page, or a setion, from the pa-

per. In addition, the information is not ommonly signed

so that the reeiver an verify the ontents and authen-

tiate its soure. The ability to verify and authentiate

information bak to its soure is important these days as

anybody an publish through web pages bypassing the

traditional editorial/publishing proess. If the user who

purhases an artile wants to use some of the ontent

in a doument of their own, there is little alternative to

opying the ontent and then pasting it into the dou-

ment (assuming appropriate format) as well as entering

the itation information.

Ideally, the user should be able to purhase and work

with just the information they require. This information

should be signed so that a reader of the work an verify

and authentiate the ontent.
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In the ase of a digital library, a user should be able to

retrieve either the signed olletion of fragments, i.e. the

entire artile or book, or a signed subset of fragments. If

the entire olletion of signed fragments is retrieved, then

the user should be able to extrat fragments at a lat-

ter time as required. The extrated fragments should be

able to be veri�ed, authentiated and embedded into an-

other doument. Aompanying the extrated fragments

should be metadata that an be automatially used to

add an entry into the bibliography if one is in use.

5.1 A Spei� Example

Using a ommonplae example from aademia we now

briey illustrate a faet of our onjeture, ignoring any

eonomi model that is likely to aompany an atual

deployment.

Consider a researher who is writing a paper and

wishes to ite some other person's work, published and

stored in a digital library, in support of some aspet of

the paper. The material to be ited is ontained in a pub-

lished paper that has been signed by the publisher using

a Content Extration Signature. With a suitable appli-

ation, the publisher makes the entire paper, or frag-

ments thereof, available for download. In this ase the

researher selets the required ontent and extrats it

along with an extrated CES. The extration proess is

inexpensive in CPU terms as it does not inlude any

ryptographi signing. If the researher has a loal opy

of the paper, the extration is simply performed loally.

The ontent fragments along with the extrated CES

are embedded into the researher's paper. The in-text

itation is oloured either:

{ green to indiate the ontent, for whih it anhors,

has been veri�ed,

{ red to indiate the anhored ontent has failed veri-

�ation, or

{ blak to indiate that veri�ation has not yet been

performed.

In addition, hovering the mouse pointer over the in-text

itation displays, through a pop-up window, the ontent

to whih the itation refers, for the onveniene of the

reader. The embedding proess also automatially in-

serts an entry into the list of referenes at the end of

the doument using the metadata that aompanies the

embedded fragments.

The embedding of the ontent fragments from the

referened doument into the researher's paper makes

the spei� ontent, not the entire doument, immedi-

ately available to the reader. The reader an have a high

degree of on�dene about the referened material as

the ontent is proteted by a digital signature and upon

veri�ation an be ertain that it has not been altered.

In addition, the soure is authentiated by the digital

signature, thus enabling the reader to determine the ve-

raity of the referened ontent through the authority

and reputation of its soure.
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This example represents just one possibility arising

from the ability to seletively handle veri�able informa-

tion in an eletroni soiety. There may exist many other

senarios suh as: web portals that aggregate informa-

tion from multiple soures; or multiparty business in-

terations/transations where the minimal dislosure of

information to various parties is required, et.

6 Conlusion

We have shown the tension between veri�able ontent

granularity and bandwidth usage, along with the impor-

tane of proteting against seletive dislosure abuse, or

semanti abuse. Responding to these types of emerging

needs, Content Extration Signatures enable ontent to

be signed in a �ner-grained manner. We also demon-

strate an extration poliy that spei�es the ontent that

an be veri�ed when seletively dislosed.

After revisiting previous work on Extration Poliies

to establish a framework upon whih to build, we pre-

sented a new, riher and more eÆient poliy alled a Hi-

erarhial Grouping Poliy. The new Extration Poliy

is partiularly suited for use with hierarhial douments

suh as journals, journal artiles, and enylop�dias|

not to mention the HTML, and inreasingly XML, do-

uments almost ubiquitous in modern eletroni reposi-

tories.

We then showed how to implement CES with the

new Extration Poliy using XML Signatures, along with

a new ustom transform and improved XML Signature

struture to handle grouping Extration Poliies.

After establishing the tehnial feasibility of handling

veri�able ontent in a �ne-grained manner, we o�ered an

example of its potential use to enhane the funtionality

of Digital Libraries in an emergent eletroni soiety.
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